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Author's response to reviews:

Formatting changes requested ALL ATENDED
---------------------------------------------
Please remove the single speech marks around your manuscript title. DONE

'Institutions'
Please remove this text from the title page. DONE

Affiliations ¿ Each affiliation should be written in full, in the following format:
department, institute, city, and country. DONE
This may mean repeating institutional addresses if the authors are from different
departments within an institution.DONE
Please do not use full capitals for country names, and please do not include
full-stops in abbreviated country names.
Can we also ask you to link each author to their corresponding affiliation with the
use of superscript numbers. Please write each affiliation on a new line. DONE

Keywords ¿ Please remove these.DONE

Introduction - Please rename this section `Background¿. DONE

Please remove the tables from the manuscript text and place after the
references. DONE

Manuscript sections - Manuscript sections should include (in the following order):
Abstract; Background; Methods; Results; Discussion; Conclusions; Abbreviations
(if any); Competing interests; Authors' contributions; Acknowledgements;
References; Figure legends (if any); Tables (if any); Description of Additional files
(if any). DONE
Table and figure placement text. Please remove this. DONE

Author's contribution -> Authors' contributions DONE

Please remove any blank pages. DONE

Supplementary material - Please include all supplementary material (e.g. documentation, datasets etc.) as additional files. DONE

Additional files. All additional files should be mentioned in the text, and referred to in the following way: '[see Additional file 1]' rather than as supplemental material. DONE

Additional files. Please cite your additional files in numerical order throughout the text. This may require that you re-upload the additional files through the submission system, in the order they are cited in the text. DONE

Please refrain from using bold, italics or underling for emphasis in the manuscript text and restrict their use to section headings should you wish to employ them at all.